



What is LandRisk Logistics? 
LandRisk Logistics is a security risk solution and route planning tool that allows you 
to plan and monitor transport lanes and stops, based on accurate incident data and 
security surveys.  

Route planning and incident alerts 
As well as being a comprehensive planning tool, LandRisk Logistics also automates your route 
monitoring. With hotspot threat assessments and incident notifications set to your lane 
specifications, you can monitor your lanes wherever you are, from laptop, tablet, or smartphone. 

Agile security planning across your fleet 
The strategic dashboard allows you to assess, compare, and share multiple routes across your 
company. The integrated system alerts your fleet to arising threats and incidents, so you can 
stay agile when managing your logistics. If the risk level on an existing lane goes up, you can 

quickly plan an alternative and 
scope out the most secure 
parking stops on your new 
route.  

Security intelligence at 
your fingertips 24/7 
The system holds more than 
9,000 assessed parking stops 
including 250 secure sites, 
and our experienced analysts 
constantly update incidents, 
hotspots, risk levels, and 
secure parking assessments 
across the system. 

LandRisk Logistics 
Security intelligence and route planning for the 
land-based supply chain and logistics operations 
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Route planning and security incidents in one, integrated system for complete agility
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Why LandRisk Logistics? 
LandRisk simplifies the complexity of making strategic calls on land-based logistics risks:  
Up-to-date cargo theft hotspot threat assessments provide the foundation for these decisions. 

Strategic and operational tool in one 
The combination of the strategic dashboard with the tactical Lane Threat Assessment tool is 
what makes LandRisk Logistics operational. It enables the tactical decision-making needed 
when delays or redirections happen - or sudden threats arise - with route stops such as lay-

overs, planned parking and 
unplanned stops visualised on 
the route in map view. 

Company specific layer 
Companies subscribed to 
LandRisk Logistics can upload 
their own company specific 
information for a route or 
parking area. These notes are 
only visible to company 
internal users and the feature 
is a powerful tool to make key 
information streamlined and 
quickly accessible.  

A proven concept that aids your compliance 
Benchmarked against industry best practice, compliance 
standards, and international guidelines and built on Risk 
Intelligence System data and features, LandRisk Logistics is a 
proven solution to streamlining intelligence across your fleet 
and managing the complexity of changing logistics risks. 

             How to get started: 
To experience the system on your day-to-day operations, get  
a two-week free, unlimited trial for up to five users: 

Or contact Jim Pascoe, CCO on jp@riskintelligence.eu 

TAPA Members can access TAPA data for free via the Risk 
Intelligence System - get in touch for more information.

LandRisk Logistics 
enables you to: 

‣ Quickly visualise and 
interpret security 
threats to logistics 
routes 

‣ Oversee multiple 
logistics lanes and 
associated truck  
parking sites 

‣ Get customisable live 
updates on incidents  
with notifications 

and complies with: 

‣ ISO 28000, TAPA TSR 
and ISO 22301

The strategic and tactical level dashboards provide a complete security risk overview
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